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Disclaimer

All material, information or part thereof available here is meant for

public awareness only. DSCI expressly disclaims to the maximum limit

permissible by law, all warranties, express or implied, including, but

not limiting to implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a

particular purpose and non-infringement. DSCI disclaims responsibility

for any loss, injury, liability or damage of any kind resulting from and

arising out of use of this material, information or part thereof. Views

expressed herein are views of DSCI and/or their respective authors

and should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinion. Further,

the general availability of information or part thereof does not intend

to constitute legal advice or to create a Lawyer/Attorney- Client

relationship, in any manner whatsoever.
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Foreword

Trans - border data flows from European Union countries are covered under Article 25 of
the EU Data Protection Directive 95/46.  Article 29 Working Party proposed ways of
transferring data of European citizens to countries that are deemed insecure under this

Directive.  In the Working Party document WP 12/98 on “Transfers of personal data to third
countries”, Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs) were proposed as one of the well accepted
ways of transferring data to such countries.

SCCs were revised in year 2002, and more recently another version has brought out by the
Working Party on 5th February 2010.  It is important for the IT/BPO service providers, especially
the BPO companies in India to have understanding of the SCCs.  It is with this in view that DSCI
requested Ms. Vaiji Raghunathan to create a self contained FAQs de-mystifying the clauses. We
believe that the first step lies in proper understanding of these clauses. This will enable BPOs to
be well informed even as they sign the contracts with their clients in the European Union.

DSCI would welcome any comments on this document. The views expressed by Ms. Vaiji
Raghunathan are in her personal capacity, and DSCI makes no warranties about the same.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj
CEO, DSCI

23 June 2010
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Introduction

In 1995, the European Commission (the “EC”) implemented Directive 95/46/EC, also known as
the Data Protection Directive (the “Directive”), to ensure a high level of protection and free
movement of Personal Data within the European Union (the “EU”). The Directive applies to
Processing of Personal Data in the 27 Member States of the EU and the three countries that
are bound by the Agreement on European Economic Area (“EEA”)

Transfer of personal data from the EU/EEA to any country outside the EU/EEA is heavily regulated
and Article 29 Working Party proposes ways of transferring data of European citizens to countries
that are deemed insecure under this Directive.

Transfer of Personal Data from EU/EEA to a Third Country takes place when Personal Data is
sent or transmitted to a country outside the EU/EEA, such as, sending paper or electronic
documents that contain Personal Data by post or email.  It also includes situations where a
Controller takes action to make Personal Data available to a third party situated in a Third
Country.

• Such transfers are regulated by Articles 25 and 26 of the Directive
• Article 25(1) of the Directive states that transfer of Personal Data “may take place only

if, without prejudice to compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the
other provisions of this Directive, third country in question ensures an adequate level of
protection”

• In other words, two conditions must be satisfied when transferring data from EU/EEA
country to a Third Country: (a) Processing must comply with applicable national
requirements and (b) Third Country must have an adequate level of protection as assessed
by the EU/EEA country or the EC, which EC decision is binding on the EU/EEA countries

So far the EC has recognized the following as providing adequate protection: Switzerland,
Canada, Argentina, The Bailiwick of Guernsey, The Isle of Man, US Department of Commerce’s
Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, Transfer of Air Passenger Name Record to the United States
Bureau of Customs and Border Protection and The Bailiwick of Jersey

Countries which are not recognized as providing adequate protection need to follow either of
the solutions for transferring data are:

• Adequate Safeguards (Article 26(2) of the Directive)
– EU/EEA country can authorize transfer on the basis that Controller has adduced

adequate safeguards for data protection
• Standard Contractual Clauses (Article 26(4) of the Directive)

– Controller can use EC-approved Standard Contractual Clauses (“SCCs”)
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• Binding Corporate Rules
– Multinational corporations wishing to transfer Personal Data within the group

consisting of members outside EU/EEA can adopt Binding Corporate Rules (“BCRs”)
• Derogations

– Controller can use one of the six derogations or exceptional circumstances listed in
Article 26(1) of the Directive

As India is a major recipient of personal data (such as through outsourcing contracts), Indian
entities dealing with such personal data from the EU/EEA should be aware of the legal
framework in the EU/EEA regarding data protection.

These Frequently Asked Questions have been prepared for the purpose of assisting entities in
India to understand how personal data is protected in the EU/EEA under Directive 95/46/EC
(also referred to as the Data Protection Directive) and their ensuing obligations and exposure
to liability when concluding a transaction involving personal data from the EU/EEA.  This does
not give legal advice nor is the information exhaustive.  It is for general information and
discussion purposes only.
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General FAQs

1. What is Directive 95/46/EC?

Directive 95/46/EC or the Data Protection Directive (the “Directive”) is a European Union
directive which was implemented by the European Commission in the year 1995.  It lays down
a regulatory framework that seeks to strike a balance between a high level of protection for
the privacy of individuals and the free movement of personal data within the European Union.

2. Why should an Indian entity know about the Directive?

An Indian entity should know about the Directive because of its reach beyond the EU/EEA.  The
Directive restricts transfer of personal data from the EU/EEA to an offshore location that does
not have a level of data protection that is considered adequate by the EU standards, such as
India.  For countries like India, which do not have this EU standard of data protection at the
country level, the Directive provides that a transfer may still take place under certain situations.
Such situations must ensure that the level of data protection set out in the Directive is not
undermined.  In other words, such situations may require entities in India to have the EU
standard of data protection as set out in the Directive.  It therefore becomes necessary for an
entity in India to know about the Directive.

3. Which countries are part of the European Union (EU) and European Economic Area
(EEA)?

The 27 Member States of the EU are Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, United Kingdom.  The three EEA countries are Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.

4. What is a third country?  Is India a third country?

A third country is any country other than the EU and EEA countries set out in Answer 3.  Yes,
India is considered a third country.

5. What are the main principles of the Directive?

The Directive aims to protect the rights and freedoms of persons with respect to the processing
of personal data by laying down guidelines determining when the processing is lawful.  These
guidelines cover several principles and objectives.
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Specifically the six content principles are purpose limitation, data quality and proportionality,
transparency, security, rights of access, rectification and opposition and restrictions on onward
transfers.

Additional principles are laid down for specific types of processing such as sensitive data, direct
marketing and automated individual decision.

The three enforcement objectives are to deliver a good level of compliance with the rules,
provide support and help data subjects in the exercise of their rights and provide appropriate
redress for the injured party where the rules are not complied with.

For more details, see Working Document Transfers of personal data to third countries: Applying
Articles 25 and 26 of the EU data protection directive adopted on July 24, 1998 by the Article 29
Working Party (WP 12)-http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/1998/
wp12_en.pdf

6. What is the Article 29 Working Party?

The Article 29 Working Party is a body set up under Article 29 of the Directive.  It interprets the
provisions of, gives advice and issues opinions on the Directive.

For more details about the Article 29 Working Party and the documents adopted by it, see
http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/workinggroup/index_en.htm

7. What is the meaning of personal data?  Why should an Indian entity know the meaning
of personal data?

Article 2(a) of the Directive defines personal data to mean “any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person (“Data Subject”); an identifiable person is one who can
be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to
one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social
identity.”

This is a broad definition and will include any information concerning an identified/identifiable
person.  A few examples of personal data are:  a person’s address, credit card number, bank
statements, customer’s voice giving instructions to a bank that are recorded on tape in telephone
banking and images of individuals captured by a video surveillance system to the extent that
the individuals are recognizable.

Information is not personal data where the data does not relate to an individual or if the
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individual cannot be identified or identifiable.

When the information that is processed does not fall within the concept of “personal data”, the
consequence is that the Directive may not apply.  It is therefore important for an Indian entity
to know the meaning of personal data to determine the situations when the Directive is
applicable.  Even if the Directive does not apply, a review of the relevant national data protection
laws may be required to determine their applicability.

For more details on the concept of personal data, see Opinion No 4/2007 on the concept of
personal data adopted on June 20, 2007 by the Article 29 Working Party (WP 136) - http://
ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2007/wp136_en.pdf

8. What are national data protection laws?  In addition to the Directive, why should an
Indian entity know about them?

The EU directives are addressed to the Member States (the EU/EEA countries) and are not
legally binding on the citizens.  The EU/EEA countries must transpose the directives, i.e., enact
their own local laws.  The Directive has been transposed in all the EU/EEA countries and all of
them have enacted their own data protection legislation.

Some of the requirements set out in the Directive are broad resulting in divergence in national
data protection laws.  As a result, individual EU/EEA countries have a different approach to
such requirements.  For example, notification of processing is a requirement set out in the
Directive.  It ranges from being free in France, Spain and Sweden and requiring a huge fee in
Ireland and the United Kingdom.  Further, in most cases the applicable law for the processing
of the EU personal data is the law of the EU/EEA country where the data exporter is established.

The European Commission is continuing to work with the EU/EEA countries to ensure “a common
playing field” and until a uniform EU/EEA market emerges, an Indian entity that processes the
EU/EEA personal data should have an understanding of the national data protection laws of
the applicable EU/EEA country/countries.

To know more about each EU/EEA country’s data protection regime, refer http://ec.europa.eu/
justice_home/fsj/privacy/nationalcomm/index_en.htm

9. When is there a transfer of personal data from the EU/EEA to India?

A transfer of personal data from the EU/EEA to India involves the act of sending or transmitting
personal data from a EU/EEA country to India, such as by sending paper or electronic documents
containing personal data by post or email.  It also includes cases where a controller in the EU/
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EEA takes action in order to make personal data available to a recipient located in India.

Generally, if personal data transits or is routed through India it may not be considered as a
transfer of personal data to India.  For example, if personal data is transferred from the United
Kingdom to Japan through a server in India and there is no access to or manipulation of such
personal data in India, then there is a transfer only to Japan and not to India.

In Bodil Lindqvist (Case C-101-01, ECR, 2003-Page I-12971), Mrs. Lindqvist set up an internet
home page and created a site giving information (names, telephone numbers, hobbies and
jobs) about her and other parishioners.  The European Court of Justice held that the loading of
personal data onto an internet page in a EU/EEA country using a hosting provider in that EU/
EEA country which is accessible to anyone in a third country does not amount to a transfer of
personal data to a third country.  A transfer occurs when the internet page is actually accessed
by a person in a third country.  The UK Information Commissioner, the data protection authority
in the UK (“ICO”), for example, has taken the position that the intention of the person loading
the website is a key factor.  Generally, information is published on the internet with the intention
that they be accessed globally and the Lindqvist exemption will not be available in such cases.

10. What are the main conditions for transferring personal data from a EU/EEA country
to a third country?

There are two main conditions for transferring personal data from a EU/EEA country to a third
country:  (a) processing must comply with applicable national requirements and (b) third country
must have an adequate level of protection as assessed by the EU/EEA country or the European
Commission, which European Commission decision is binding on the EU/EEA countries.

11. How is adequacy determined by a EU/EEA country?

Adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country shall be assessed by a EU/EEA
country in the light of all the circumstances surrounding the data transfer operations, in particular
the following:

• Nature of the data
• Purpose and duration of the proposed processing operations
• Country of origin and country of final destination
• Rules of law, both general and sectoral, in force in the third country in question
• Professional rules and security measures which are complied within that country

The law of the EU/EEA country may lay down rules for determining whether the protection
afforded by a third country is adequate.
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12. Which third countries are considered adequate by the European Commission?  Is
India in the list of adequate countries?

To date, the European Commission has recognized the following as providing adequate
protection:

• Switzerland
• Canada
• Argentina
• The Bailiwick of Guernsey
• The Isle of Man
• US Department of Commerce’s Safe Harbor Privacy Principles
• Transfer of Air Passenger Name Record to the United States Bureau of Customs and

Border Protection
• The Bailiwick of Jersey
• Transfer of European Union sourced Passenger Name Record data by air carriers to the

Australian Customs Service
• The Faroe Islands

Further, the Article 29 Working Party has issued opinions stating that Israel and the Principality
of Andorra have an adequate level of protection.

Currently, India is not in the list of adequate countries.

13. If India is not in the list of adequate countries, can the EU/EEA personal data still be
transferred to India?  If yes, what are the ways in which personal data can be transferred
to India from the EU/EEA?

Yes, personal data can still be transferred to India although it is not in the list of adequate
countries.  The following alternative ways are available for transfer of personal data from a EU/
EEA country to India:

• Adequate safeguards
• Standard Contractual Clauses (“SCCs”)
• Binding Corporate Rules (“BCRs”)
• Exceptions or Derogations

14. Does a EU/EEA entity that is looking to outsource to India have a choice from the four
options listed above, if more than one option is available?

When two or more options are available, a EU/EEA entity should consider the adequate
safeguards route first.  This can be through SCCs, self-drafted contracts that are authorized by
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national data protection authorities (“DPAs”) or BCRs.  Only if the above options are truly not
practical and/or feasible should the entity consider the exceptions or derogations.

15. What are the various roles in which an Indian entity can receive personal data from a
EU/EEA entity?

The following are some of the roles in which an Indian entity can receive personal data from a
EU/EEA company:

• Controller
• Processor
• Third party
• Recipient

A clear understanding of the role in which an Indian entity receives personal data is important
as each of the roles referred to above carries with it different obligations and liabilities under
the Directive and the applicable EU/EEA country’s national data protection laws.

16. Who is a controller?

Article 2(d) of the Directive defines the controller to mean “the natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or any other body which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes
and means of the processing of personal data; where the purposes and means of processing are
determined by national or Community laws or regulations, the controller or the specific criteria
for his nomination may be designated by national or Community law.”

It is important to know who a controller is to allocate responsibility.  In other words, to determine
who will be responsible for compliance with data protection rules and how data subjects can
exercise their rights.

It is also essential to know who a controller is for the purpose of determining the national law
that will be applicable to the processing operations.

The term “controller” must be interpreted mainly according to the Directive.  Further, in
determining who a controller is a factual rather than a formal analysis should be conducted.

The following are some of the key points in determining who a controller is:
• In practice, a company rather than a specific person within the company should be

considered as controller.
• Where a natural person acting within a legal person uses data for his own purposes

outside the scope and the possible control of the legal person’s activities, then such
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natural person would be controller of such processing and would bear responsibility for
this use of personal data.  The original controller may continue to retain some
responsibility in case such processing happened because of a lack of adequate security
measures.

• Jointly must be interpreted as meaning “together with” or “not alone” in different
forms and combinations.  Therefore, participation in the joint determination may take
different forms and need not be equally shared.

• A contract may be silent on who the controller is but may contain sufficient elements to
assign the responsibility of controller to a party or a contract may explicitly state who
the controller is and if there is no reason to doubt that this accurately reflects the
reality, then the terms of the contract can be followed.  However, the terms of a
contract are not decisive under all circumstances, as this would allow parties to allocate
responsibility where they think fit.

• Whoever determines the “purpose” of processing is a controller.
• Determining the “means” of processing can be delegated by the controller, as far as

technical or organizational questions are concerned.
• Substantial questions which are essential to the core of lawfulness of processing are

reserved to the controller.  A person or entity who decides, for example, on how long
data shall be stored or who shall have access to the data processed is acting as a
“controller” concerning this part of the use of data, and therefore has to comply with all
controller’s obligations.

For more details, see Opinion 1/2010 on the concepts of “controller” and “processor” adopted
on February 16, 2010 by the Article 29 Working Party (WP 169) -http://ec.europa.eu/
justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2010/wp169_en.pdf

17. Who is a processor?

Article 2(e) of the Directive defines a processor to mean “a natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or any other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller.”

There are two basic conditions for qualifying as a processor.  The first condition is being a
separate legal entity with respect to the controller.  The second condition is to process personal
data on behalf of the controller.  The processing activity may be limited to a very specific task
or context or may be more general and extended.

The role of processor does not depend on the nature of an entity processing data but on its key
activities in a specific context.  In other words, an entity may at the same time act as a
controller for certain processing activities and as a processor for others, and the identification
as controller or processor has to be made having regard to specific sets of data or operations.
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By way of an example, an internet service provider providing hosting services is generally a
processor for the personal data published online by its customers, who use the provider for
hosting and maintaining their website.  If the provider further processes the data available on
these websites for its own purposes then it is a controller with respect to that specific processing.

For more details, see Opinion 1/2010 on the concepts of “controller” and “processor”, adopted
on February 16, 2010 by the Article 29 Working Party (WP 169) -http://ec.europa.eu/
justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2010/wp169_en.pdf

18. Who is a third party?

Article 2(f) of the Directive defines a third party to mean “any natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or any other body other than the data subject, the controller, the processor
and the persons who, under the direct authority of the controller or the processor, are authorized
to process the data.”

The term “third party” generally refers to someone other than the two main parties involved.
In data protection context, the principle reason for this definition is to ensure that a person
such as a processor, who plays an important role in the processing activity, is not considered as
a third party.

The United Kingdom, for example, has a similar definition of third party.  In the United Kingdom,
third party is interpreted as not including employees or agents of the controller or processor.
Such persons are considered to be part of the controller or processor.  This is because an
employee of the controller will usually be acting in his employment capacity, and so will be
acting on behalf of the controller.  However, if a controller’s employee receives personal data
from his employer outside the normal course of his employment, the employee will be a third
party in relation to its employer.

19. Who is a recipient?

Article 2(g) of the Directive defines a recipient to mean “a natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or any other body to whom data are disclosed, whether a third party or not;
however, authorities which may receive data in the framework of a particular inquiry shall not
be regarded as recipients.”

In an organizational context, the term “recipient” separates employees or agents of the
controller or processor from the controller or processor itself.  In other words, an employee to
whom data is disclosed will be a recipient.
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Adequate Safeguards

20. What must be done if an entity in the EU/EEA wants to use the adequate safeguards
route to transfer personal data to an entity in India?

The DPA in a EU/EEA country where an entity looking to transfer personal data is located can
authorize a transfer to India if such entity adduces adequate safeguards for data protection.
One way this can happen is if such EU/EEA entity enters into a contract with an entity in India
and that contract has appropriate contractual clauses relating to data protection and the DPA
has accepted these clauses.

Such EU/EEA country must inform the European Commission and the other EU/EEA countries if
it grants such an authorization.  If such authorization is objected to on justified grounds by the
European Commission or another EU/EEA country, then the European Commission will take
appropriate measures which must be complied with by all the EU/EEA countries.

21. When can a contract be considered to provide adequate safeguards?

The basis for assessing the adequacy of the safeguards provided in a contract is the same as the
basis for assessing the general level of adequacy in a third country.  The contract must cover all
the basic data protection principles and provide means by which the principles can be enforced.

For more details, see Working Document: Transfers of personal data to third countries: Applying
Articles 25 and 26 of the EU data protection directive adopted on July 24, 1998 by the Working
Party (WP 12) - http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/1998/wp12_en.pdf

For example, a company looking to transfer personal data from the United Kingdom to India
can do so if it is satisfied that the particular circumstances of the transfer ensures an adequate
level of protection.  The company has to look into the factors set out in the Data Protection Act
1998 (the UK data protection legislation) and conduct a risk assessment analysis and see whether
in all the circumstances of the transfer there is enough protection for individuals.

In other words, a company in the United Kingdom can independently draft a contract that has
adequate data protection for personal data.  However, not all DPA’s take this position and
some of the DPA’s require such unapproved contracts to be submitted to them for approval.  If
the contract has to submitted to several DPA’s, it may prove to be inefficient and time consuming
as each DPA may make varying and inconsistent comments on the contract.

Therefore, in practice, this solution may be more appropriate for a company in the United
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Kingdom that frequently transfers large volumes of information to India, rather than a company
that might only occasionally transfer information to a wide range of countries, including India.

For more details, see

Data Protection Act 1998 - The eighth data protection principle and international data transfers
- h t t p : / / w w w. i c o . g o v. u k / u p l o a d / d o c u m e n t s / l i b r a r y / d a t a _ p r o t e c t i o n /
detailed_specialist_guides/international_transfers_legal_guidance_v2.0_300606.pdf

Data protection guidelines - International transfers of personal information - General advice
on how to comply with the 8th data protection principle -http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/
d o c u m e n t s / l i b r a r y / d a t a _ p r o t e c t i o n / p r a c t i c a l _ a p p l i c a t i o n /
generic_guidance_int_transfers_v3.pdf
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Standard Contractual Clauses or SCCs

22. What are standard contractual clauses or SCCs?

Article 26(4) of the Directive allows the European Commission to issue standard contractual
clauses or SCCs that fulfill the requirements of the Directive and can be used by an entity
transferring data from a EU/EEA country to third countries, such as India, that do not have an
adequate level of protection.

So far, the European Commission has approved 3 sets of SCCs.
(a) Set I for a transfer from a controller to a controller (Approved by Decision 2001/497/EC,

as amended by Decision 2004/915/EC)
(b) Set II for a transfer from a controller to a controller (Approved by Decision 2004/915/EC)
(c) SCCs for a transfer from a controller to a processor (Approved by Decision 2010/87/EU

(the “2010 SCCs-P”));  Earlier SCCs for a transfer from a controller to a processor approved
by Decision 2002/16/EC ((the “2002 SCCs-P”) repealed effective May 15, 2010)

The SCCs are available on the European Commission’s website. The links are provided below.
Set I -
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2001:181:0019:0031:EN:PDF
Set II -
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2004:385:0074:0084:EN:PDF
The 2002 SCCs-P -
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2002:006:0052:0062:EN:PDF
The 2010 SCCs-P -
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:039:0005:0018:EN:PDF

23. What are the main principles of the SCCs?

The SCCs are based on the principles set out in the Directive.  The aim of the SCCs is to ensure
that these principles are applied when personal data is transferred outside the EU/EEA.

24. What is the benefit of using the SCCs?

The EU/EEA countries are obliged to recognize that the SCCs fulfill the requirements of the
Directive and cannot refuse a transfer.

Several of the EU/EEA countries do not have a prior authorization requirement to proceed with
the transfer.  Further, for example, in the United Kingdom, if a company uses one of the SCCs
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then it need not make a separate assessment of adequacy in relation to the transfer.

However, some EU/EEA countries require notification and some require prior approval.  A
review of the relevant national data protection laws in this regard is required.

25. Should the contract be deposited with the relevant EU/EEA country?

The SCCs provide an option to the EU/EEA countries regarding deposit of the contract.  Some
countries require the deposit of the contract.  Others request the presentation of the contract.
A review of the relevant national data protection laws is required to determine the procedure
regarding deposit or presentation.

26. If there is a deposit or presentation requirement, how can the parties protect their
confidential information?

Generally, all clauses relating to the parties’ business can remain confidential and the DPAs and
the European Commission are bound by the duty of confidentiality when exercising their duties.

27. Can the SCCs be modified?

If the SCCs are modified then the benefit set out in Answer 24 will be lost.  In such a case, they
fall under the adequate safeguards route and authorization of the relevant DPA will be required.

For example, in the United Kingdom, if the wording of the SCCs are changed but the intended
meaning or effect of any clause is not altered, it would still not amount to use that is authorized
by ICO.

28. Can additional terms be introduced in the SCCs?

Yes, the parties can add any other business clauses as long as they do not contradict the SCCs.

29. Can the SCCs be a part of another agreement?

Yes, the SCCs can be made a part of another agreement as long as there are no contradictions
between the larger agreement and the SCCs.

30. Since Set I and Set II are applicable to a controller to controller transfer, can they be
combined?

If the clauses in Set I and Set II are combined then the benefit set out in Answer 24 will be lost.
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Standard Contractual Clauses - Set I

31. Who are the parties under Set I?

The parties under Set I are the data exporter and data importer.

The data exporter is the controller who transfers personal data.  For example, data exporter
can be a company in the United Kingdom that transfers personal data to India.

The data importer is the controller who agrees to receive from the data exporter personal
data for further processing in accordance with the terms of Set I and who is not subject to a
third country’s system ensuring adequate protection.  For example, data importer can be an
entity in India that receives personal data for further processing.

32. What is the liability regime under Set I?

The liability regime applicable to Set I is joint and several liability.  This means that when a data
subject suffers damage as a result of a breach by either party (data exporter or data importer)
of the clauses under which data subject is a beneficiary, the data subject can get compensation
from either data exporter, data importer or both.

33. Can an Indian entity that is a data importer be sued?

Yes, because the parties are jointly and severally liable, a data subject may decide to sue the
data exporter, the Indian entity which is the data importer or both.  In practice, it is easier for
data subjects to sue data exporters in a European court.  But a data subject can decide to take
action against the Indian entity that is the data importer, for example, when data exporter has
filed for bankruptcy.

34. What are some of the key obligations of an Indian entity that becomes a party to the
clauses under Set I as a data importer?

Some of the key obligations of an Indian entity as a data importer under Set I are:
• Warrant that nothing in the Indian law (other applicable legislation) prevents it from

carrying out its contractual obligations
• Notify data exporter and DPA about change in law that will have “substantial adverse

effect on guarantees” provided by these clauses
• Process as per the data protection standards that meet the requirements of the Directive

(data protection principles set out in Appendix 2 to Set 1, or if parties agree and subject
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to the principles set out in Appendix 3 to Set 1, as per: (a) the law where data exporter
is established, or (b) the European Commission adequacy finding)

• Respond to enquiries on processing from data exporter or data subject
• Co-operate with and abide by advise of DPA
• Submit data processing facilities for audit by data exporter or inspection body  selected

by data exporter
• Provide copy of contract on data subject’s request and specify office that handles

complaints
• Adhere to conditions on onward transfers

35. What is the governing law under Set I?

Set I will be governed by the law of the EU/EEA country in which the data exporter is established.
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Standard Contractual Clauses - Set II

36. Who are the parties to the contract under Set II?

The parties are the same as in Set I.  See Answer 31.

37. What is the liability regime under Set II?

Set II relies on the concept of “due diligence”, i.e., data exporter and Indian entity that is the
data importer would be liable vis-à-vis data subjects for their respective breaches.

When a data subject alleges that there has been violation by the controller importing the data
(Indian entity), the data subject must first request the data exporter to take appropriate
action to enforce the data subject’s rights against the Indian entity.  If the data exporter does
not take any action within a reasonable period of time (one month), then the data subject can
enforce his rights against the Indian entity directly.

The data exporter must use reasonable efforts to determine that the Indian entity is able to
satisfy its legal obligations under Set II.  As the burden of proof of reasonable efforts is on the
data exporter, it may ask the Indian entity to allow it to audit the Indian entity’s premises or
may request the Indian entity to have appropriate insurance cover for any damages caused.  If
data subject suffers damage because of the Indian entity’s wrongdoing, the data exporter who
failed to act with due diligence would also be deemed liable for damages caused.

38. What are some of the key obligations of an Indian entity that becomes a party to the
clauses under Set II as a data importer?

Some of the key obligations of an Indian entity as a data importer under Set II are:
• To have appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal data
• Set up procedures so that authorized third parties accessing personal data maintain

confidentiality and security
• Warrant that it has no reason to believe at the time of entering into the contract in the

existence of any local (Indian) laws that would have a substantial adverse effect on the
guarantees provided under Set II.  Notify data exporter if it becomes aware of such
laws.

• To process personal data for specified purposes
• Identify contact point to respond to enquires about processing and cooperate in good

faith concerning enquiries within reasonable time
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• On legal dissolution of data exporter or upon agreement, to provide copy of the clauses
to data subjects and to DPA where required

• Upon data exporter’s request to provide evidence of financial resources
•· Submit data processing facilities, files and documentation for review, audit and/or

certification by data exporter.  If approval or consent is required by any authority in
India for such audit, the Indian entity will try to obtain it in a timely manner.

• Process as per the data protection standards that meet the requirements of the Directive
(data protection laws of the data exporter’s country, the European Commission adequacy
finding or the data processing principles set out in the Annex to Set II)

• Adhere to conditions on onward transfers

39. What is the governing law under Set II?

Set II will be governed by the law of the EU/EEA country in which the data exporter is established.
The exception is the laws/regulations relating to processing by data importer as it depends on
the selection made by the data importer (see Answer 38).
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Standard Contractual Clauses - The 2002 SCCs-Processors
(SCCs-P)

40. What happens to a deal that an Indian entity has already made with a EU/EEA data
exporter using the 2002 SCCs-P?

If an Indian entity acting as a processor has already concluded a deal, concludes a deal before
May 15, 2010 or a deal is in operation, under the 2002 SCCs-P, such deals can continue and the
new rules set out in the 2010 SCCs-P will not apply.  However, if a new deal is agreed to between
the parties then the new rules set out in the 2010 SCCs-P will apply.  In other words, if parties
make any changes to the existing transfers or the data processing operations, such as having
sub-processing arrangements, then the parties will have to enter into a new contract based on
the new rules in the 2010 SCCs-P.

41. Who are the parties to the contract under the 2002 SCCs-P?

The parties under the 2002 SCCs-P are the data exporter and data importer.

The data exporter is the controller who transfers personal data.  For example, data exporter
can be a company in the United Kingdom that transfers personal data to India.

The data importer is the processor who agrees to receive from the data exporter personal data
intended for processing on its behalf after the transfer in accordance with its instructions and
the terms of the 2002 SCCs-P and who is not subject to a third country’s system ensuring
adequate protection.  For example, data importer can be an entity in India that receives
personal data for processing on behalf of the UK company.

42. What is the liability regime under the 2002 SCCs-P?

Data exporter is controller of the processing and remains responsible for the processing.

Data exporter is liable to the data subject for any breach by either party (data exporter or the
Indian entity that is the importer) of the third party beneficiary clauses except in limited
circumstances set out in Answer 43.  If the breach was caused by the Indian entity acting as the
importer, the Indian entity may be required to indemnify the data exporter to the extent of its
liability to the data subject.

43. Can an Indian entity that is the data importer be sued under the 2002 SCCs-P by a data
subject directly?
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Data subject can enforce the clauses referred to in the third party beneficiary rights clause
against the Indian entity that is a data importer directly, if, (a) the action arises out of a breach
by the Indian entity of its obligations, and (b) data exporter has disappeared or ceased to exist
in law or has become insolvent.

44. What are some of the key obligations of the Indian entity that is a processor under
the 2002 SCCs-P?

Some of the key obligations of an Indian entity that is a processor under the 2002 SCCs-P are:

• To process personal data only on behalf of data exporter as per its instructions and the
provisions of the 2002 SCCs-P.  Notify data exporter if it is not able to do so.

• Warrant that it has no reason to believe that Indian law (other applicable legislation)
prevents it from fulfilling the instructions from data exporter and its contractual
obligations.  Notify data exporter on becoming aware of change in law.

• Implement technical and organizational security measures descried in Appendix 2 to
the contract before the processing

• Notify data exporter of any legally binding request for disclosure of personal data by a
law enforcement authority unless prohibited, any accidental or unauthorized access,
and any direct request from data subjects without responding to that request unless it
has been authorized to do otherwise

• Respond to enquiries on processing from data exporter
• Abide by advise of DPA
• Submit processing facilities for audit by data exporter or an inspection body selected by

data exporter
• Provide copy of contract (with a summary description of security measures) upon data

subject’s request if data subject is unable to obtain it from data exporter
• Submit to audit by DPA similar in scope and subject to same conditions as an audit of

data exporter
• When contract is terminated, the Indian entity, at the choice of data exporter, must:

return all personal data and copies thereof to data exporter or destroy them and certify
that it has done so.  If Indian law prevents it from doing so, it should guarantee the
confidentiality of the personal data and not actively processes such data.

• Submit data processing facilities for an audit of the measures referred to above

45. What is the governing law under the 2002 SCCs-P?

The 2002 SCCs-P will be governed by the law of the EU/EEA country in which the data exporter
is established.
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Standard Contractual Clauses-The 2010 SCCs-Processor
(SCCs-P)

46. To what situations is the 2010 SCCs-P applicable?

The 2010 SCCs-P are available for contracts entered into from May 15, 2010.  It also applies to
deals that have been entered into before May 15, 2010 but where changes to the transfers or
the data processing operations, such as having sub-processing arrangements, are made.

47. Who are the parties to the contract under the 2010 SCCs-P?

The parties under the 2010 SCCs-P are the data exporter and data importer.

The data exporter is the controller who transfers personal data.  For example, data exporter
can be a company in the United Kingdom that transfers personal data to India.

The data importer is the processor who agrees to receive from the data exporter personal data
intended for processing on its behalf after the transfer in accordance with its instructions and
the terms of the 2010 SCCs-P and who is not subject to a third country’s system ensuring
adequate protection within the meaning of Article 25(1) of the Directive.  For example, data
importer can be an entity in India that receives personal data for processing on behalf of the UK
company.

48. What is the liability regime under the 2010 SCCs-P?

Data exporter is controller of the processing and remains responsible for the processing.  Data
exporter is liable to the data subject for any breach by it, data importer or sub-processor of the
third party beneficiary clause or sub-processing clause except in limited circumstances set out
in Answers 49 and 50.  The parties can provide for indemnification.

49. Can an Indian entity that is the data importer be sued under the 2010 SCCs-P by a data
subject directly?

Data subject can enforce the third party beneficiary clause and sub-processing clause against
an Indian entity that is the data importer directly, if, (a) the action arises out of a breach by the
Indian entity or its sub-processor of any of their obligations, and (b) data exporter has
disappeared or ceased to exist in law or has become insolvent, unless a successor entity has
taken over the obligations.  The Indian entity cannot rely on a breach by its sub-processor to
avoid liability.
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50. Can an Indian entity that is a sub-processor be sued under the 2010 SCCs-P by a data
subject directly?

Data subject can enforce the third party beneficiary clause and sub-processing clause against
an Indian entity that is a sub-processor directly (regarding its own processing operations), if, (a)
the action arises out of a breach by the Indian entity that is a sub-processor of any of its
obligations, and (b) both data exporter and data importer have disappeared or ceased to exist
in law or have become insolvent, unless a successor entity has taken over the obligations of the
data exporter or the data importer.  Liability of the Indian entity as a sub-processor is limited to
its own operations.

51. What are some of the key obligations of the Indian entity that is a processor under
the 2010 SCCs-P?

Some of the key obligations of an Indian entity that is a processor under the 2010 SCCs-P are:

• To process personal data only on behalf of data exporter as per its instructions and the
provisions of the 2010 SCCs-P.  Notify data exporter if it is not able to do so.

• Warrant that it has no reason to believe that Indian law (other applicable legislation)
prevents it from fulfilling the instructions from data exporter and its contractual
obligations.  Notify data exporter on becoming aware of change in law.

• Implement technical and organizational security measures descried in Appendix 2 to
the contract before the processing

• Notify data exporter of any legally binding request for disclosure of personal data by a
law enforcement authority unless prohibited, any accidental or unauthorized access,
and any direct request from data subjects without responding to that request unless it
has been authorized to do otherwise

• Respond to enquiries on processing from data exporter
• Abide by advise of DPA
• Submit processing facilities for audit by data exporter or an inspection body selected by

data exporter
• Provide copy of contract and sub-processing contracts (with a summary description of

security measures) upon data subject’s request if the data subject is unable to obtain it
from data exporter

• In case of sub-processing, inform data exporter and obtain its prior written consent
• Warrant that sub-processing will be carried out in accordance with the sub-processing

terms of the contract
• Send copy of sub-processor agreement to data exporter
• Submit to audit by DPA similar in scope and subject to same conditions as an audit of
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data exporter.  Notify data exporter about any law applicable to it or sub-processor that
prevents such audit.

• When contract is terminated, the Indian entity that is the data importer, at the choice
of data exporter, must:  return all personal data and copies thereof to data exporter or
destroy them and certify that it has done so.  If Indian law prevents it from doing so, it
should guarantee the confidentiality of the personal data and not actively processes
such data.

• Submit data processing facilities for an audit of the measures referred to above

52. What are the main terms of sub-processing under the 2010 SCCs-P?

The main terms of sub-processing under the 2010 SCCs-P are:

• Prior written consent of data exporter is required for sub-processing
• Obligations of sub-processor will be the same as those imposed on data importer (sub-

processor can co-sign the original agreement)
• Continued liability of data importer for the performance of obligations that are sub-

processed
• Sub-processor agreement must provide for third party beneficiary clause
• Third party liability of sub-processor will be limited to its own processing operations
• Data protection aspects for sub-processing of the contract will be governed by law of

data exporter’s country
• Data exporter must keep a list of sub-processing agreements that are notified by data

importer.  The list must be updated at least yearly and must be available to the data
exporter’s DPA.

• Audit of sub-processors by DPA

53. What is the governing law under the 2010 SCCs-P?

The 2010 SCCs-P will be governed by the law of the EU/EEA country in which the data exporter
is established.  Further, the data protection aspects for sub-processing of the contract will be
governed by law of data exporter’s country.
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Binding Corporate Rules or BCRs

54. What are binding corporate rules or BCRs?

BCRs are a code of practice based on the European data protection standards prepared and
followed voluntarily by a multinational organization.

55. Who can use BCRs?

In its Opinion WP 74, the Article 29 Working Party has stated that BCRs can be used by a closely-
knit, highly hierarchically structured multinational organization. It may not be suitable for
organizations with a loose structure as it may be difficult for such organizations to have BCRs
that are legally enforceable.

For more details, see Working Document: Transfers of personal data to third countries: Applying
Article 26(2) of the EU Data Protection Directive to Binding Corporate Rules for International
Data Transfers adopted on June 3, 2003 by the Article 29 Working Part (WP 74) - http://
ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2003/wp74_en.pdf

56. When can BCRs be used?

BCRs can be used for transfer of personal data by a company in the EU/EEA to members of the
same corporate group that are located in third countries.  BCRs are not available for cross
border transfers to companies that are outside the corporate group.

57. What procedure should be followed for getting an approval of BCRs?

A company that wants an approval of its BCRs should submit an application to the relevant
DPA.  If approval is required from several DPAs then the company should submit the application
to the lead DPA.

For details on how to select lead DPA, see Working Document Establishing a Model Checklist
Application for Approval of Binding Corporate Rules adopted on April 14, 2005 by the Article 29
Working Part (WP 108) – http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2005/
wp108_en.pdf

In cases where BCR approval is required from several DPAs, there is a mutual recognition
procedure to expedite the BCR approval process. Under this procedure, once the lead DPA
approves the BCR application then the other participating DPAs will accept this opinion as
sufficient basis for providing their own permit or authorization for the BCR. As of September
2009, 17 DPAs had accepted this procedure.
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58. Where can an Indian entity find the application for BCRs?

The Article 29 Working Party recommends the use of “A Standard Application for Approval of
BCRs for Transfer of Personal Data” (WP 133) that it has developed.  This can be used by an
Indian company when making a submission of its BCRs to the DPAs.

For a copy of the application, see Recommendation 1/2007 on the Standard Application for
Approval of Binding Corporate Rules for the Transfer of Personal Data adopted on January 10,
2007 by the Article 29 Working Party (WP 133) – http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/
workinggroup/wpdocs/2007_en.htm

59. What are the contents of the BCRs?

Companies requiring approval of their BCRs must have all the elements set out in WP 153,
adopted by the Article 29 Working Party, in one or more documents that make up the rules.  WP
153 clarifies the necessary content of the BCRs that are stated separately in documents WP 74
and WP 108, adopted by the Article 29 Working Party.  It states what must be included in the
BCRs and what must be presented to the DPAs in the BCR application.

For more details, see Working Document setting up a table with the elements and principles to
be found in Binding Corporate Rules adopted on June 24, 2008 by the Article 29 Working Party
(WP 153) – http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2008/wp153_en.pdf

60. Is there a BCR framework?

The Article 29 Working Party has developed WP 154 which sets out the framework for structuring
BCRs.

For more details, see Working Document Setting up a Framework for the Structure of Binding
Corporate Rules adopted on June 24, 2008 by the Article 29 Working Party (WP 154) - http://
ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2008/wp154_en.pdf

61. How long does it take to process a BCR application?

In the United Kingdom, ICO has stated that a straightforward application from the start of the
co-operation procedure could take 12 months to conclude.

Although timescales for different stages of processing the application are specified in WP 107
which sets out the cooperation procedure, in reality it may take longer.
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Exceptions or Derogations

62. When can exceptions or derogations be used?

Exceptions or derogations can be used in those situations where it will be justifiable to transfer
data although there will be a lower level of protection given to those data.  Therefore, derogations
should be narrowly construed.

For example, in case of transfers that are massive, repetitive and structural, a contract or BCR
may be a better option as it provides adequate safeguards.  Only when such solutions are not
possible in practice can exceptions be relied upon for such mass, repetitive and structural
transfers.

For more details on derogations, see Working document on a common interpretation of Article
26(1) of Directive 95/46/EC of 24 October 1995 adopted on November 25, 2005 by the Article 29
Working Party (WP 114) – http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2005/
wp114_en.pdf

63. What are the exceptions or derogations available to an entity in the EU/EEA to transfer
personal data to an Indian entity?

The following are the exceptions or derogations that are available to an entity in the EU/EEA to
transfer personal data to an Indian entity:

• Consent
• Necessary for  performance of a contract between data subject and controller or the

implementation of pre-contractual measures taken in response to the data subject’s
request

• Necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the interest of
the data subject between the controller and a third party

• Important public interest grounds
• Establishment, safeguarding or defence of legal claims
• Vital interests
• Public registers

64. When can there be a transfer on the basis of consent?

There can be a transfer when data subject has given his unambiguous consent to the proposed
transfer.
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Article 2(h) of the Directive defines “the data subject’s consent” as “any freely given specific
and informed indication of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to
personal data relating to him being processed.”

In view of these requirements of consent, for repetitive or structural transfers of data to India,
consent may not provide an adequate long-term solution for controllers in the EU/EEA.

Consent may not be valid if the individual has no choice but to give his consent.  For example, if
a company in the United Kingdom asks an employee to agree to the transfer of his personal
information to India, his consent will not be valid if refusal to agree would result in his dismissal.

Whether consent is valid or not will depend on all the circumstances of a given case.  But some
generalizations can be made.

By way of example, ICO, is of the view that the following will not be a valid consent as it is unfair.

“By signing below you accept that we can transfer any of the information we keep about you to
any country when a business need arises.”

ICO may consider the following consent as valid in the case of an employee of a multinational
group who accepts a job involving international postings, and where the multinational has a
group-wide data protection code.

“By signing below you agree that we may pass relevant personnel records to our subsidiary
companies in any country we transfer you to.  We will continue to handle your records in line
with our code of good practice, although you might no longer have rights under data protection
law.”

65. When can there be a transfer on the basis that it is necessary for performance of a
contract between data subject and controller or the implementation of pre-contractual
measures taken in response to the data subject’s request?

For a transfer to be made on this basis, data controller in the EU/EEA has to show that it is
necessary.  This necessity test requires a close and substantial connection between the data
subject and the purposes of the contract.

By way of example, if a customer of a UK credit-card holder uses his card in India, it may be
necessary for the card issuer to transfer some personal information to India for validating the
card or for reimbursing the seller or both.  Such a transfer can be made on the basis of this
exception.
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Consider a UK-based internet trader who sells artifacts on-line.  It informs its customers clearly
that it is a retailer and not a manufacturer.  Artifacts are sent directly to the customer from the
manufacturer.  If a customer places an order for artifacts that are manufactured in India, the
trader has to transfer a delivery name and address to India to carry out the contract with the
customer.  Such a transfer may be allowed on the basis of this exception.

If this trader sets up its accounts department in India, transfer of personal information to the
accounts department in India is not necessary to carry out the above contract with the customer.
Such a transfer may be necessary in connection with the trader’s decision to relocate the
accounts department to India.  However, the contract with the customer can be performed
even if the accounts department was in the UK. Therefore, this transfer to India may not be
allowed on the basis of this exception.

For more details, see Data protection guidelines - International transfers of personal information
- General advice on how to comply with the 8th data protection principle -http://
www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/practical_application/
generic_guidance_int_transfers_v3.pdf

66. When can there be a transfer on the basis that it is necessary for the conclusion or
performance of a contract concluded in the interest of the data subject between the
controller and a third party?

This derogation requires the same kind of interpretation as the previous one.  For a transfer to
be made on this basis, controller in the EU/EEA has to show that it is necessary.  This necessity
test requires a close and substantial connection between the data subject’s interest and the
purposes of the contract.

Consider the case of a transfer by a company in the United Kingdom which is necessary for an
outsourcing contract with a service provider in India where the subject of the contract is
indirectly in the interests of the data subjects.  This may be the case when the service provider
in India is handling the UK company’s payroll functions.  Since the contract relates to the pay of
the employee, who is the data subject, it may be argued that it is in the interests of the
employee that this contract is performed.  Neither the Article 29 Working Party nor ICO supports
this view because they are of the opinion that there is no sufficiently close and substantial link
between the outsourcing contract and the data subject’s interests.

67. When can there be a transfer on the basis that it is necessary or legally required on
important public interest grounds?

This derogation requires the same kind of strict interpretation as the previous derogations.  For
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a transfer to be made on this basis, controller in the EU/EEA has to show that it is really
necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds. A transfer on this basis will
mostly likely be between tax or customs administrations in different countries. The public
interest should be that of a EU/EEA country and not a third country.

68. When can there be a transfer on the basis of establishment, safeguarding or defence
of legal claims?

This derogation also requires a strict interpretation. By way of an example, consider the case
of an Indian parent company being sued by an employee of the UK subsidiary. Transfer of
certain data relating to the relevant employee by the UK subsidiary to the Indian parent may
be allowed on the basis of this derogation if it is necessary for its defence.

69. When can there be a transfer on the basis that it is necessary to protect the vital
interests of the data subjects?

This derogation can be used in those situations where transfer is necessary in the event of a
medical emergency.

For example, this derogation can be used when a UK citizen is traveling in India and is in need
of urgent medical attention and only his usual doctor based in the UK can supply this information.
This derogation cannot be used if the purpose of the transfer is not for treating the individual
but for future general medical research.

70. When can transfer be made from public registers to an Indian entity?

Transfers can be made on the basis of this derogation if transfer is part of the personal data on
a public register and as long as the Indian entity complies with any conditions to which the
register is subject.  Only part of the data from the register can be transferred.  It should not
involve the “entirety of the data or entire categories of data contained in the register.”

For example, consider a professional association in the UK that transfers some information
from its register of members to respond to enquiries from India. The association cannot be
allowed to transfer the entire register using this exemption.  If the association has some
conditions on inspecting the register in the UK, then the Indian entity to whom the information
is sent and anyone they send it to must comply with these conditions.
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Miscellaneous - Practical Scenario

71. What should an Indian entity that is a processor under the 2002 SCCs-P and the 2010
SCCs-P know about technical and organizational security measures?

If an Indian entity is a processor, either under the 2002 SCCs-P or the 2010 SCCs-P, it must have
technical and organizational security measures in place before processing the personal data
that is transferred to it.

The 2002 SCCs-P and the 2010 SCCs-P define technical and organizational security measures as
those measures to protect personal data “against accidental or unlawful destruction or
accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access, in particular where the processing
involves the transmission of data over a network, and against all other unlawful forms of
processing.”  This definition is in line with what is laid down in the Directive.

A EU/EEA data exporter, under the 2002 SSCs-P or the 2010 SCCS-P, has to make an assessment
of the requirements in the applicable EU/EEA law.  It has to then warrant that the measures
taken ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks represented by the processing and the
nature of the data to be protected having regard to the state of the art and the cost of their
implementation.  Further, it has to ensure compliance with these measures and warrant that
the Indian processor will provide sufficient guarantees in respect of these measures.  In light of
these requirements, a EU/EEA data exporter will choose a processor in India that can provide
such a guarantee.

These measures must be set out in Appendix 2 to the contract.  When a data subject requests
a copy of the contract, Appendix 2 need not be given.  It is enough if a summary description of
these measures is given.

72. When should the technical and organizational security measures be incorporated?

In Recital 46 of the Directive there is a reference to appropriate technical and organizational
security measures being taken both at the time of the design of the processing system and at
the time of the processing itself.    This is “privacy-by-design” - creating privacy and data
protection compliance measures at the time of first designing a system and maintaining them
throughout the lifetime of that system.  In other words, security may not just be added to
processing systems but may have to be built in.

73. If an Indian entity is chosen as a processor by a UK entity, what should the Indian
entity be aware of regarding security measures?

The security measures that need to be in place will depend on all the circumstances of the
transfer.  As suggested by ICO, a UK entity will most likely consider the following factors when
designing its security measures and an Indian entity that is chosen as a processer should be
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aware of them.
• Type of information
• Potential harm
• Available technology
• Particular security risks associated with India
• Existence of any data protection legislation in India or any other legislation which may

affect the security of the data
• Legislation in India that may impose obligations on the UK entity
• Other legislations, any risks this may pose, the likelihood of the UK entity or the Indian

entity being subject to that legislation and how the UK entity will respond if necessary
• Having in place procedures and measures to deal with any requests for information the

UK entity or the Indian entity may receive under Indian law
• If either the UK entity or the Indian entity receives a request for information from

another jurisdiction, the UK entity may have to decide whether or not it will able to
comply with the request.  If the UK entity decides to comply, then it may ask for more
information if necessary, to make sure the request is specific enough to allow the UK
entity to be able to identify, retrieve and transfer only that information that is relevant
and necessary to comply with the request.

For more information, see

Data Protection Good Practice Note - Outsourcing - a guide for small and medium sized
businesses -http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/
practical_application/outsourcing_-_a_guide_for_small_and_medium_businesses.pdf

Data Protection Good Practice Note - Security of personal information -
http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/practical_application/
security%20v%201.0_plain_english_website_version1.pdf

74. If an entity in the UK wishes to outsource processing to India, what are the factors it
is likely to consider in choosing an Indian processor?

As suggested by ICO, the following are some of the factors that a UK entity may consider when
choosing another organization (for instance, an Indian entity) to process data on its behalf.

• A reputable entity in India that can offer suitable guarantees about its ability to ensure
the security of personal data

• Contract with the Indian entity that is enforceable both in the UK and in India
• That the Indian entity has appropriate security measures in place
• That the Indian entity has appropriate checks on its staff
• Regular audit of the Indian entity
• System for reporting any security breaches or other problems, including requests for

information under foreign legislation
• Procedures in place that allow the UK entity to act appropriately when the Indian entity

sends one of these reports
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For more information, see Data Protection Good Practice Note - Outsourcing - a guide for small
and medium sized businesses -http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/
data_protection/practical_application/outsourcing_-_a_guide_for_small_and_medium
_businesses.pdf

75. A EU/EEA exporter has transferred data to an Indian importer using SCCs.  The EU/EEA
exporter requests the Indian importer to have backup of personal data from business
continuity planning perspective, which is given to a third entity/insurer.  What is the
relationship between the Indian importer and the third entity/insurer?

The relationship between the Indian importer and the third entity/insurer will depend on the
facts and circumstances of the case.  However, the following general points may be considered
when entering into an arrangement for backup of data:

• Since the third entity/insurer is dealing with the EU personal data, the Directive and the
relevant EU/EEA country’s or countries’ data protection law or laws will apply.  The
obligations and liabilities of the third entity/insurer will depend on the role it plays.

• Processing of personal data will cover almost any action which is carried out on the
computer.  It is broad enough to include obtaining, disclosing, recording, holding, using,
erasing or destroying personal information.

• The Article 29 Working Party is of the view that where an entity holds records which it
cannot link, nor is ever likely to be able to link, to particular individuals, the records it
holds may not be personal data.

• If the EU/EEA exporter and the Indian importer have a contract that incorporates Set II,
one of the specific obligations of the Indian importer under Set II is that any third party
it authorizes to have access to the personal data will respect the confidentiality and
security of such personal data.  Further, such third party must process personal data
only on instructions from the Indian importer.

• Under both the 2002 SCCs-P and the 2010 SCCs-P, one of the obligations of the Indian
importer is to act in compliance with the EU/EEA exporter’s instructions.  So, if a request
for backup of data is made by the EU/EEA exporter, the Indian importer may request
clear written instructions from the EU/EEA exporter.

• Some companies providing backup services incorporate the SCCs into the agreement or
look for some basis for transfer and processing of the EU personal data under the Directive
and the relevant national data protection laws.

76. How can the relationship be defined from a security requirement perspective?

When processing the EU personal data there must be technical and organizational security
measures in place.  Since the EU data exporter has the legal responsibility for what other
parties do with the personal data they handle for it, the EU data exporter would require such
parties to have in place security measures that are the equivalent of those that it would need
if it was doing the job itself.  The EU data exporter may also take steps to check that the parties
are implementing those security measures.
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For example, in the Zurich Insurance plc’s case, an unencrypted backup tape was lost during a
routine transfer to a data storage center.  The backup tape included financial information of
46,000 policy holders.  Deficiencies in the management of the security procedures were
revealed.  Zurich Insurance plc had to give an undertaking to ICO that it would ensure appropriate
data security procedures for any future movement of backup tapes including use of encryption
where appropriate.  It also agreed to take steps to ensure that staff and external contractors
are made fully aware of such security procedures and ensure their adherence to such
procedures.  It further agreed to carry out adequate checks on contractor’s staff.

For more information on Zurich Insurance plc’s undertaking, see
http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/l i brary/data_protection/notices/
Zurich_Insurance_plc_Undertaking.pdf

77. What are the obligations and liabilities of the third entity/insurer if it has to restore
and check the data?  Who are the parties to such an agreement?

The same general points laid down in Answer 75 may be considered when entering into an
arrangement for restoration and checking of data and the obligations and liabilities of the third
entity/insurer will depend on the facts and circumstances of the case and the role it plays.  The
contract for restoration and checking may be made directly between the EU exporter and the
third entity/insurer.  In such a case, the third entity/insurer may be a controller/processor
under the SCC.  Such a contract may also be made between the Indian importer and the third
entity/insurer who may be sub-contracted to do the restoration and checking of personal data.
In this case, the original SCC may be entered into between the EU exporter and the Indian
importer who may act as the processor.  The third entity/insurer may co-sign the original SCC.
If the Indian importer and the third entity/insurer have a separate agreement, such agreement
would still be subject to the provisions of the Directive and the applicable national data protection
laws insofar as the restoration and checking of the EU personal data are done by the third
entity/insurer.

78. How long can data be retained by the third entity/insurer?

The general principle laid down in the Directive regarding data retention is that it should   be
kept no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which it is collected or further processed.
If personal data is stored for longer periods for historical, statistical or scientific use, then the
EU/EEA countries are required to specify appropriate safeguards.

A review of the relevant national data protection laws will have to be made to ascertain the
time period for retaining data.  For example, in the United Kingdom, the Data Protection Act
1998 lays down that information should be kept for no longer than is necessary.  Necessary is
not defined and will depend on the circumstances of the case.  If there are other laws that
specify the retention period for data, then such laws will be considered.  In the UK, for example,
financial institutions may have to retain some information for six years as per the Financial
Services Authority regulations.
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Further, the 2002 SCCs-P and the 2010 SCCs-P specifically state that on termination of the data
processing services, at the choice of the data exporter, the processor has to return all the data
transferred and copies thereof or destroy them and certify that it has done so.

79. In case of breach, who would the data subject hold liable and accountable?

Generally, the data subject will hold the EU data exporter liable and accountable for the
breach.  This does not mean that the Indian importer or the third entity/insurer is never liable.
Depending on which SCC is chosen, a review of the liability regime under that SCC is required to
determine the Indian importer’s and/or the third entity/insurer’s liability.  As far as the EU
exporter is concerned, it may, at the minimum, require an indemnification provision in the
relevant contract.

80. Can the EU exporter or Indian importer resort to arbitration if data subject approaches
the relevant EU/EEA country court?

This depends on the SCC that is selected.  The choice of going to court or arbitration is generally
with the data subject.

Under Set I, the EU exporter and Indian importer have to accept the decision of the data
subject to either refer the dispute to mediation by an independent person/DPA where applicable
or to courts in the EU/EEA country where the data exporter is established.  By agreement with
the data subject, the party (the EU exporter or Indian importer) with which there is a dispute
can agree to have the dispute referred to an arbitration body if that party is in a country which
has ratified the New York convention on enforcement of arbitration awards.  India ratified the
New York convention on July 13, 1960.

Under Set II, in the event of a dispute, the EU exporter and the Indian importer will first
cooperate with the data subject for an amicable settlement.  The EU exporter and the Indian
importer may agree to any non-binding mediation procedure initiated by the data subject.  The
EU exporter and the Indian importer should also consider participation in any other arbitration,
mediation or other dispute resolution proceedings that are developed for data protection
disputes.

Under both the 2002 SCCs-P and the 2010 SCCs-P, the Indian importer agrees to accept the
decision of the data subject to either refer the dispute to mediation by an independent person/
DPA where applicable or to courts in the EU/EEA country where the data exporter is established.
Under the 2002 SCCs-P, the Indian importer can by agreement with the data subject resolve a
specific dispute by referring it to an arbitration body as there is ratification of the New York
convention on enforcement of arbitration awards by India.  Arbitration is not an option under
the 2010 SCCs-P.
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81. Where can I find more information about data protection in the EU/EEA?

These Frequently Asked Questions have been prepared from the sources set forth below.  For
more detailed information, see links below:

• Directive 95/46/EC –http://eur-lex.europa.eu/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!
celexplus!prod!DocNumber&lg=en&type_doc=Directive&an_doc=1995&nu_doc=46

• Europa Summaries of EU Legislations – http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/
information_society/l14012_en.htm

• European Commission - Justice and Home Affairs - Data Protection – http://ec.europa.eu/
justice_home/fsj/privacy/index_en.htm

• Frequently Asked Questions Relating to Transfers of Personal Data from the EU/EEA to
Third Countries– http://ec.europa.eu/justice_home/fsj/privacy/docs/international_
transfers faq/international_transfers_faq.pdf

• Press Release - Communiqué de presse - Mitteilung für die Presse - Brussels, October 2,
2008 - http://www.dataprotection.gov.cy/dataprotection/dataprotection.nsf/
d1813d5911e138bdc2256cbd00313d1c/c5ffdf5b790ad656c2256cbe0036f9d8/$FILE/
PRESS%20RELEASE_en.pdf

• The United Kingdom’s Information Commissioner’s Office – http://www.ico.gov.uk/
Global/faqs.aspx

• Data protection guidelines - International transfers of personal information - General
advice on how to comply with the 8th data protection principle –http://www.ico.gov.uk/
upload/documents/library/data_protection/practical_application/generic_guidance
_int_transfers_v3.pdf

• Data Protection Act 1998 - The eighth data protection principle and international data
transfers – http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/
detailed_specialist_guides/international_transfers_legal_guidance_v2.0_300606.pdf

• Data Protection Act 1998 Legal Guidance – http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/
library/data_protection/detailed_specialist_guides/data_protection_act_legal_
guidance.pdf

• The Guide to Data Protection –http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/
data_protection/practical_application/the_guide_to_data_protection.pdf

• Data Protection Good Practice Note - Outsourcing - a guide for small and medium sized
businesses -http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/
practical_application/outsourcing_-_a_guide_for_small_and_medium_businesses.pdf

• Data Protection Good Practice Note - Security of personal information -http://
www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/practical_application/
security%20v%201.0_plain_english_website_version1.pdf

• Article 29 Working Party Issues Opinion on the Concepts of Controller and Processor -
http://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2010/03/articles/european-union-1/article-29-
working-party-issues-opinion-on-the-concepts-of-controller-and-processor/

• The European Union (“EU”) Data Privacy Directive – http://www.proskauerguide.com/
law_topics/28/III
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• Linklaters Data Protected - A report on the status of data protection legislation in
Europe in 2009/2010 -  https://clientsites.linklaters.com/Clients/dataprotected/
Overview/Pages/Index.aspx

• Introduction to overseas transfers of personal data - http://www.out-law.com/page-
8170

• Successful Outsourcing Projects Bird & Bird - http://twobirds.com/Finnish/News/Articles/
Sivut/Successful_Outsourcing_Projects.aspx

• Model clauses for overseas transfers of personal data updated - http://www.out-
law.com/page-10734

• UK Regulator Approves Hyatt Hotels BCR - First Approval under the Mutual Recognition
Procedure - http://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2009/09/articles/european-union-1/uk-
regulator-approves-hyatt-hotels-bcr-first-approval-under-the-mutual-recognition-
procedure/http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_Protection_Directive
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